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Enquiry No. CIMFR/PUR-9(39)2019
To, 
 
 
 
 
 
                         fo”k;@Sub.: Request for 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
You are requested to quote for the following items, sealed in double cover superscribing the outer cover with quotation for “
Igniters”  against Enquiry No. CIMFR/PUR
office on or before 10/03/2020 at 05:00 PM and bid
 

Sl. No. Item 

1. A 5kJ Pyrotechnic Igniters for 20 litre explosion chamber as per ASTM Standard E
EN 14034-1: 2004+A1 

 A 1kJ Pyrotechnic igniters for 20 litre explosion chamber as per ASTM Standard E
EN 14034-1: 2004+A1 

 For Details Please contact: Dr. S.K Ray
Contact no. 9431746573 
E-mail: santoshray8@gmail.com
 

You are requested to kindly go through the detailed terms & conditions/instruction mentioned below and overleaf and submit 
competitive Bid/ offer with CSIR-CIMFR GST No as well as Bidder/ service provider GST No.
The offer  must  enclosed formats for (i) Specification and allied Tech Detail Firm (ii) Time Schedule (iii) Price Schedule 
Detail Form (v) Deviation Statement (vi) Statement of Financial Deviation comprise of the following failing which it will be 
responsible hence rejected: 

Terms & Conditions: 
1. Location/ Site: CSIR-CIMFR, Barwa Road, Dhanbad
2. Recent Past Purchase Orders of similar products, client list with contact details & Performance Certificate.
3. Validity Period: The validity period of the offer should be clearly specified. It should be at least for 180 days from the

quotations. 
4. Bidder has to enclosed proper certificates for uninterrupted transmission/transport/Custom clearance of Dangerous/explosive/r

applicable, in your bid/quotation.  
5. Complete specification with manufacturer’s name and address should be given while quoting

Supporting  scanned copies of Literature/Pamphlets etc. should also be uploaded 
6. In cases of agents quoting on behalf of their foreign manufacturers, one agent cannot represent two

manufacturers or quote on their behalf in a particular tender enquiry.  One manufacturer can also authorize only one agent/dealer. There can be 
only one bid from the following: 

i. The foreign manufacturer directly or through one Indian agent on his behalf;  
or 

ii. Indian/foreign ag
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Request for  Quotation for Pyrotechnic Igniters 

You are requested to quote for the following items, sealed in double cover superscribing the outer cover with quotation for “
Enquiry No. CIMFR/PUR-9(39)2019 dated 19/02/2020.”  Offer with complete details on the following should reach this 

and bids will be opened on 11/03/2020 at 11:00 AM.   

Pyrotechnic Igniters for 20 litre explosion chamber as per ASTM Standard E-1226-

A 1kJ Pyrotechnic igniters for 20 litre explosion chamber as per ASTM Standard E-1226-12a or European standard 

For Details Please contact: Dr. S.K Ray 

mail: santoshray8@gmail.com 

You are requested to kindly go through the detailed terms & conditions/instruction mentioned below and overleaf and submit 
CIMFR GST No as well as Bidder/ service provider GST No. , HSN code & Banker detail

must  enclosed formats for (i) Specification and allied Tech Detail Firm (ii) Time Schedule (iii) Price Schedule 
Detail Form (v) Deviation Statement (vi) Statement of Financial Deviation comprise of the following failing which it will be 

CIMFR, Barwa Road, Dhanbad-826001 
Recent Past Purchase Orders of similar products, client list with contact details & Performance Certificate.
Validity Period: The validity period of the offer should be clearly specified. It should be at least for 180 days from the

Bidder has to enclosed proper certificates for uninterrupted transmission/transport/Custom clearance of Dangerous/explosive/r

turer’s name and address should be given while quoting 
Supporting  scanned copies of Literature/Pamphlets etc. should also be uploaded  

In cases of agents quoting on behalf of their foreign manufacturers, one agent cannot represent two 
te on their behalf in a particular tender enquiry.  One manufacturer can also authorize only one agent/dealer. There can be 

The foreign manufacturer directly or through one Indian agent on his behalf;  

Indian/foreign agent on behalf of only one principal. 
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NOTICE INVITING TENDER 
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You are requested to quote for the following items, sealed in double cover superscribing the outer cover with quotation for “Pyrotechnic 
.”  Offer with complete details on the following should reach this 

 
Qty. 

-12a or European standard  
300 Nos. 

12a or European standard 300 Nos. 

You are requested to kindly go through the detailed terms & conditions/instruction mentioned below and overleaf and submit  your most 
, HSN code & Banker detail.   

must  enclosed formats for (i) Specification and allied Tech Detail Firm (ii) Time Schedule (iii) Price Schedule  (iv) Service Support 
Detail Form (v) Deviation Statement (vi) Statement of Financial Deviation comprise of the following failing which it will be treated as non 

Recent Past Purchase Orders of similar products, client list with contact details & Performance Certificate. 
Validity Period: The validity period of the offer should be clearly specified. It should be at least for 180 days from the last date of submission of 

Bidder has to enclosed proper certificates for uninterrupted transmission/transport/Custom clearance of Dangerous/explosive/restricted goods, if 

te on their behalf in a particular tender enquiry.  One manufacturer can also authorize only one agent/dealer. There can be 

The foreign manufacturer directly or through one Indian agent on his behalf;   














